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ABSTRACT
I will argue that “theory of mind” is a developmental achievement. It is minimally scaffolded by several
infant proclivities but beyond that must be learned. How so? By children constructing new and later understandings off a platform of their earlier ones. This is a basic, constructivist proposal, all the way back
to Piaget, but it is a contentious theoretical one—denied by nativists and empiricists alike. Moreover,
empirically, direct evidence for this proposal is in surprisingly short supply, if the focus is sustained,
everyday development of major conceptual systems. Studies on theory of mind, framed by contemporary
demonstrations from hierarchical Bayesian computational learning, provide the needed evidence and
theory. I will overview our research on learning a theory of mind in childhood to show that these data
clearly manifest three empirical signatures of such a process of constructivist conceptual development:
(1) Learning proceeds in orderly conceptual progressions. (2) Sequences and timetables are experiencedependent. And, (3) prior conceptual knowledge influences the presence and amount of learning. More
intriguingly, perhaps, I will cover studies that provide cross-cultural data, data from typically developing
children but also those with developmental delay, experimental micro-genetic research, and more.
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